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Good morning members of the audience



Sharing personal 
media

D i s p e r s e d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are here to present ‘sharing personal media’ and our chosen user group is ‘the dispersed family’.



At least one member having to stay in a       
geographically different location

Child staying 
away

Parents staying 
away Spouse staying 

away

Dispersed family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the purpose of this project, we defined ‘The dispersed family’ as ‘At least one member having to stay in a geographically different location’The three possible combinations could be these:child staying awayspouse staying awayboth parents staying away



Need for getting reconnected
To support their emotional needs

Changes occurring in the absence of a family member 

Roles
Rules
Routines
Relationships
Recreation

Why dispersed family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason we care about the idea of the dispersed family is that, when dispersion happens, there is loneliness, sadness, communication lapses etc.There are at least 5 R’s around which major dislocations in the family could occur.There is no question that this calls for a need to reconnect family members and this need is definitely an emotional one and needs to be supported.



Strong norms guiding show of respect for elders, family 
structure and gender

Protocol for duties amongst  family members. 

Openness – expected from child to parent, not visa versa

Numerous festivals – family members necessarily get 
together

Several languages spoken at a time by family 
members

Indian cultural context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural context…For those of you not familiar with our culture, there are certain features that I would like to mention here. These have helped us in bringing focus to our problem areaFirstly, we have very strong family ties and strong norms guiding our show of respect to elders.Secondly, there are norms guiding how children ought to behave. While children are required to be forthcoming with parents, the reverse is not true.We are also required to carry out various duties within the family in tight assigned roles.Fourthly, we observe many festival- which bring family members together.Lastly, we speak at least 3-4 languages within each family. As it is well know by now, India has 26 official languages and over a thousand official dialects.Any dispersion of family members can cause disturbance to this existing cultural pattern.Given a lot of dispersion, what we could do is to add a semantic layer to reconnect people to their families.



Tangibles
Photos, souvenirs, gifts, video and audio 
recordings, greetings, notes

Intangibles
Experiences, memories, gossip, nostalgia, 
travels, anecdotes, stories, skills, prayers, 
riddles, surprises

How they connect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the way that families connect up universally --- through tangibles and intangibles.



Ancient scripture in Sanskrit says:

“Sharing knowledge increases it 
Storing knowledge depletes it.”

-The Upanishads

Sharing knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would also like to intervene with the following notion of ‘sharing’ encrypted in our scriptures. It would be impossible to escape this cultural condition while building a product on sharing.



About sharing

Where?
picnics, holiday resorts, 
restaurants, parks, home, 
clubs, schools, at home, at 
ancestral home

Why share?
obligation, protocol, formality, tradition, 
fondness, friendship, to exchange, 
to collaborate, to transfer, to learn, 
emotions, peer pressure, satisfaction, 
ego, etc.,…

When? at home, festivals, parties, 
anniversaries, birthday, family 
get together, holiday

What?
secrets, culture, spaces, ideas, 
food, personal things, thoughts, 
gifts, gossips, news, jokes, sorrow, 
fear, anger, experiences. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have gone around asking a lot of Questions in attempting to understand the following:What makes people share?Share on what occasion?Share at what venues?And what exactly do they share?These are universally observed patterns.



communicate emotions and feelings
Personalize communications
consider various age groups, literacy levels 
and multi-linguality 

Design goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these conditions have helped us in setting up our design goals: vis., that there is a need to communicate emotions and feelingsPersonalize communicationsconsider various age groups, literacy levels and multi-linguality 



Initial concepts

A common 
place
Back at home…

A shareable 
calendar
I want you to know…

A touch & doodle
communicator
Reaching out…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the basis of our design goals, and supported with feedback we had arrived at these conceptual solutions:A Common Place where a dispersed family could “meet” and “share” through various medias such as notes, pictures, audio messages etc. ( As well as play act favorite roles to express their state of minds or just for the fun of it. E.g.: The son could spend a day enacting the virtual character of Zorro.)Second, the sharable calendar was meant to help the dispersed relate to changes occurring at the other’s end, as well as keep track of each other’s schedules.The third concept, named JODO was the one we finally developed into a conceptual product.



Jodo means ‘to connect’

The touch & doodle communicator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JODO as the slide suggest in Hindi means “to connect” – an obvious choice of name for our product.



User observation

Can we support gestures to make 
conversations more communicative, 
meaningful, complete?

The question:

While people converse……
fidgeting with their fingers – doodling
gesticulating with their hands

Wishing to ‘touch’ as a way of establishing 
physical contact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept was borne from our often repeated observations that while talking on the phone people then to fidget with their fingers and produce doodles.They also tend to gesticulate with their arms and hands. And where we come from, people gesticulate a great dealWe also noticed that there is a strong suggestion, in body language of the desire to ‘touch’ the loved one they are talking to.The question was:Why don’t we support gestures to make conversation more expressive, communicative, meaningful and complete.



User feedback 1
Device serves as an address book
Feels like the family member is 
almost there
Too many buttons on the screen
Looks like the good old 
telephone

Iteration 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would now like to share some of the product iteration driven by user feedbackThe first product form of jodo was tested using paper stack scenario and we got the following feedback.



User feedback 2
User appreciated the    
metaphor of the ‘yin and yang’ 
Still looked like the telephone.
Cumbersome to carry around.
Device does not let one walk, 
talk and write at the same time.
Device is not wall mountable

Iteration 2



Jodo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jodo consist of three parts, the touch and doodle screen which also serves as the display area and the stylus.There are two buttons on the jodo, the one on the left controls the intensity of vibration that can be sent, and the right buttons opens the menu.



Jodo features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jodo consist of three parts, the touch and doodle screen which also serves as the display area and the stylus.There are two buttons on the jodo, the one on the left controls the intensity of vibration that can be sent, and the right buttons opens the menu.



variations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We explored in terms of color what emotions could be conveyed, thus catering to different age and user groups.



Product semantics
‘Aranmula’ mirror as a 
metaphor
-directly reflects from the metal          
surface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The form of the product derives from the metaphor of the traditional mirror, specifically the hand held mirrors from southern India called the Aranmula. The last surviving ones in India date back to the metal mirrors from Cleopatra’s Egypt.The metal mirrors give off the reflection from their very surface where as the reflection from the glass mirror is effected in quality by the reflection that takes place when the light passes through a layer of glass before reaching the reflective surface. The semantic point of emphasis here is that the family serves as a mirror to our values and necessarily affords a direct view into our consciousness  with no frills and fixations needed.The aranmula mirror is made from precious alloys including gold also signifies for us how precious the family is.



Enables 
interactions using 
sketching and 
doodling

Capabilities 1



Transmits ‘touch’ 
through graphic 
patterns

Capabilities 2



Sends vibrations 
from the ‘ticklish’ 
to the 
‘thunderous’

Capabilities 3



….
Leaves behind 
either sketch or 
audio message  

Records and 
plays back the 
doodles, sketches, 
vibrations, etc.



Scenario

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ScenarioLet’s look at a typical Indian family, we have the grand father, father, mother daughter and son, the daughter is currently pursuing here masters in USAIt’s the festival of lights called the Deepavali and the whole family is missing the daughter.Grandfather sends a quiet message to granddaughter to call up home and surprise everybody. The first thing that she notices after coming home are the message sin the Jodo, and she is really excited to find the message from the grandfather..She gives here grandfather a call and grandfather wishes here festive greetings and puts his palm on the jodo and sends here a blessing as usual. It is customary in India where by elder places his palm on the head of the one being blessed.Grandfather now transfers the call to mother and mother and daughter start talking.In-between mother senses that the daughter is tensed, this she knows by noticing the doodles and frantic finger movements on the jodo.What happened why are you tensed?Maa there is this international student’s day and I am in charge of the decorations and I don’t have any ideas, I am totally stuck.Don’t worry dear we shall work out something.In between mother notices the doodles and sees the possibilities of Rangoli in them. Rangoli’s are patterns created using color in front of houses to welcome guests.Mother and daughter continue to develop the Rangoli while the kid brother slightly envious at all the \e attention the elder sister is getting decides to be a little mischievous.Maaa look what he has done and she sends a thunderous vibration back to him.Don’t worry dear I have recorded the doodles, we can see them again.When dad comes back in the night, mother plays back the event on the jodo and they share a moment as a complete family.



Related products
Doodle through Yahoo chat

Cordless web screen by Ericsson

Haptic:
Handshake by UCL-MediaLab

Phantom arm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you think that’s some of these ideas are too difficult to implement we would like to mention a few products here with related intent some of which have been driven by the recent upsurge of interest in area of haptic communication.We have looked into the areas of haptic research like the phantom arm and the handshake by UCLA and Media lab. And in the area of doodle and chat ..yahoo chat and cordless web screen by Errison .



Trekker: sketching directions

Grand parent: visually narrating  stories 
to grandchildren   

Businessman: discussing business 
through ‘figure based calculations’

School children: solving maths and 
science problems together

Lovers: sending personalized greetings 

Teenagers: communicating with each other 
through secret code languages (combination 
of visuals, signs and text)

Extended uses



“ Restlessly, I moved from 
place to place

and country to country,
Looking for that perfect experience

Until I returned home, only to find it
in my own garden

a drop of dew perched on
a tiny blade of grass”

(Nobel laureate poet Rabindranath Tagore)

In conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our own goal was to create a tender and natural experience and we feel that we have been able to make some progress in that using the jodo. We again went back to the users with the jodo asking what would be the further uses and we were told about the followingThis presentation would not be complete without these lines from our Nobel laureate poet who had said We were inspired by this because we wanted to design a product that would be so simple and seemingly so ubiquitous as if it was always there.We have found the exercise of jodo exciting as if we have broken barriers and  it is a nice feeling we assure you
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